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There are times when we all forget to pack something, but with a range of shops available at Sofia
airport you should be able to find what you need at one of them.  Shops are located in all areas of
the airport, making them easily accessible for all passengers.  In the public area of Terminal 1 there
are newspaper and magazine stands in various locations.  Passengers are also able to purchase
tobacco products and beverages at these locations.  In the Zone passenger area of Terminal 1,
there is a Bulgarian souvenir shop offering crafts made from wood, ceramic figurines, CDs, DVDs
and t-shirts.  There is also a small toyshop offering gifts for children of all ages.

In Terminal 2, there are newspaper and magazine shops, flower shops, souvenir shops and tobacco
shops.  On Level 1, there is a tobacco store that sells Havana cigars and a variety of cigar
accessories.  There are also some small convenience stores that offer snacks, beverages, maps
and greeting cards.

Since most passengers will have stayed at a Sofia airport hotel, they may need small items for their
trip home.  Many of the shops sell first aid and personal items, such as hygiene products and aspirin
that may be needed for the flight.  No matter what you may have forgotten or run out of while in
Bulgaria, you should be able to find what you need at these stores located throughout Sofia airport. 
This is also your final opportunity to send a postcard to family and friends from Bulgaria.
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